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Executive Summary
This document describes the APIs and prototypes for several tools and services produced within the XLiMe
project. The presented APIs allow application developers to reuse the xLiMe toolkit by accessing mid- to
high-level services to (i) get an overview of the xLiMe dataset, (ii) search the dataset for specific data of
interest, (iii) explore the data around media items of interest via summaries and recommendations and (iv)
analyse trends. In particular, this document provides descriptions of API specifications for relevant services
in the project, such as (1) semantic search framework (T5.1.1 – Early Semantic Search Prototype, T5.1.2 –
Final Semantic Search Prototype), (2) opinion diffusion service (T5.2.1 – Early Opinion Diffusion Prototype)
(3) semantic disambiguation (T4.2 – Semantic Disambiguation Prototype) and (4) recommendation systems.
In doing so, this deliverable complements other architecture and integration deliverables in xLiMe by
providing a more hands-on perspective to the xLiMe toolkit.
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D

Deliverable

xLiMe

Cross-lingual Cross-media Knowledge Extraction
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Work Package
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Application Programming Interface
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Internet Protocol Television
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HyperText Transfer Protocol
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eXtensible Markup Language
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Introduction

This document presents the xLiMe API Specifications, documenting APIs of various xLiMe services which
have been developed during the first 2 years of the xLiMe project and are implemented in the Y2 xLiMe
toolkit. For each API, we document descriptions, input parameters, outcomes and provide usage examples
to illustrate how application developers can interact with the services of the XLiMe project. This deliverable
thus provides an overview of the methods and tools exposing the xLiMe functionality and features.

1.1

Motivation and Scope

This document is the only deliverable for T6.3 “APIs”. This task focuses on defining and implementing APIs
which can be used for “exploratory data analysis” over the xLiMe dataset. However, following feedback
from Y1, in Y2 of the project, we have followed a use-case driven approach for the project whereby we
have identified various use-case requirements, presented in D1.4.2 “Requirements for Demonstrator”.
None of these requirements call for an Exploratory Data Analysis API in the sense that none of the usecases needs to get an overview of the whole xLiMe dataset; instead the use-cases tend to start from a
specific context (i.e. a search term, an existing tv program, an existing news item or an existing social media
post) and need to explore the subset of the xLiMe dataset that is relevant to that context. When analysing
the existing services and the services being developed in Y2, we came to the conclusion that many of these
services already provide good APIs which can be used to explore the xLiMe data. Hence, in this deliverable
we have chosen to select those services and present their APIs in a uniform manner, while describing how
they can be used to explore the xLiMe dataset.
Furthermore, although getting an overview of the xLiMe dataset is not required by the chosen use-cases,
we realise that having basic services for doing this can be beneficial to application developers, hence we
have also specified an API specifically for this purpose (see Section5).
A further motivation for this deliverable is that none of the deliverables in WP6 (or in other WPs) provides a
good overview of the services available in the xLiMe toolkit (see Section 1.2 below), which is necessary for
allowing application developers to build applications on top of the xLiMe toolkit. This deliverable provides a
perfect opportunity to gather this information.
This document focuses on presenting the APIs of the mid- and high-level services and analytic components
in xLiMe; these are components which perform tasks on pre-processed and annotated data. In particular,
while the xLiMe prototype has various media-processing and media-annotation services, this document
does not document their APIs, since these components are in principle replaceable and their interaction
with the system is at the level of the data processing infrastructure and the previously defined xLiMe datamodel (see Section 1.2 below for further details).
The presented API specifications are a snapshot of the services provided by the xLiMe prototype by the end
of Y2 of the project (i.e. end of 2015). While most service APIs are stable and the APIs have been designed
to be generic enough to support new use-case requirements, some of the newer services developed in Y2
may still be changed and improved throughout the remainder of the project. Since D6.3 is the only
deliverable documenting the entire set of APIs, this document may be updated before the end of the
project. Hence, this report aims to show the information about the current status of the services. Also note
that, since the data provided by xLiMe is highly dynamic, the example outputs presented in this document
may differ from results of future invocations.

1.2

Relation to Other Work Packages and Deliverables

This document provides detailed descriptions of the various interfaces provided by the xLiMe services,
providing an overview of how programmers can interact with the xLiMe prototype. This document is
strongly linked with the following xLiMe Delivables:
Page 8 of (34)
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D1.1 “Protype of (meta)Data Model”, which provided a data model for representing xLiMe data
such as media items (to be analysed) and annotations (to enrich the media-items).



D1.2 “Prototype of Data Processing Infrastructure”, which provided a set of core services for
sharing and storing a stream of media-items and their annotations (across annotation and analytic
services).



D6.1 “Toolkit Architecture Specifications” [1], which provided an early (Y1) functional architecture
of the whole xLiMe toolkit, specifying which annotation and analytics services would be included on
top of the data processing infrastructure to meet the Y1 requirements.



D6.2.1 “Early Prototype” [2] and D6.2.2 “Demonstrator Prototype”, which describe the
implemented Y1 and Y2 xLiMe prototypes from a functional perspective (i.e. they provide
descriptions of the functionality of the various components and how they address the use-case
requirements).

Hence, the previous deliverables provide a good overview of the xLiMe platform for readers who want to
understand what the platform does, how it does it (in broad lines) and how to interpret the xLiMe data.
This can be used by third parties, for example in order to build a similar xLiMe pipeline replacing various
data sources and annotators and producing data which is broadly compatible with xLiMe data.
However, the previous deliverables focused on describing the Y1 xLiMe prototype where the focus was on
producing a toolkit for annotating cross-lingual and cross-media items. In Y2 this toolkit has been extended
by focusing on higher-level services which interlink those annotated media-items using various analyses
such as recommendations, events, opinion diffusion and search. While the functionality of these new Y2
components is described in D6.2.2, their interfaces are not described there and cannot be derived from the
data model described in D1.1. Hence, they do not provide enough information for those who want to be
able to reuse existing xLiMe services or who want to build components which are fully compatible with the
xLiMe prototype. By specifying the various xLiMe APIs, this document enables the direct reuse of existing
high-level analytics components or the development of new components which can be directly plugged into
the xLiMe prototype.
Note that for the Early Opinion Diffusion Prototype, we have not defined an API. This is due to the fact that
the implementation is still in an early research phase and we did not feel it was mature enough to define an
API that would be stable enough. Therefore, to allow more flexibility for further research and development
of this component, we will defer the API definition for this component to Y3 of the project.
Note that many of the APIs described in this document may already have been presented before in some of
the above deliverables and in the Y2 deliverables describing the various and analytic services from WP4 and
WP5. However, those API descriptions may have been described using different conventions. In this
document we have tried to homogenise the description of the various APIs to provide a better overview.
This document covers many new APIs added to the xLiMe prototype in Y2 of the project, such as semantic
integration (WP4), and analytics services (WP5). An overview of these components and how they fit within
the rest of the xLiMe architecture is presented in D6.2.2, while the components themselves are described
in detail in the following deliverables:


D4.2 Semantic Disambiguation Prototype



D5.1.1 Early Semantic Search Prototype[3]



D5.1.2 Final Semantic Search Prototype[4]



D5.2.1 Early Opinion Diffusion Prototype[7]



D5.3.1 Early Analytics Prototype [8]

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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1.3

Overview of the Document

In the remainder of the document we present the API specifications of various services developed within
the first and second year of the xLiMe project. For each service we give:


a short introduction, describing and motivating the service within the xLiMe project



an overview of the API,



a specification of the API operations, methods and their input and output parameters,



usage examples.

The services described are:
1. Data Storage & Retrieval.
2. Resource Mapping.
3. Semantic Search.
4. Exploratory Data Analysis.
5. Recommendation system.
6. Analytics.
After specifying the various APIs, we provide a short conclusion.

Page 10 of (34)
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Data Storage & Retrieval

The Data Retrieval API accesses the xLiMe repository storage to take the information required by users. The
repository used in the project is OpenLink Virtuoso1.
OpenLink Virtuoso is a triple store and database engine that combines the functionality of RDBMS, virtual
database, RDF, XML, etc. in a single system. It’s a universal server that implements multiple protocols.
Virtuoso project was born in 1998 from OpenLink Software enterprise. It’s open source and it’s provides
client and server components that communicate with a local or remote Virtuoso Server, which has Virtuoso
Drivers (ODBC, JDBC, ADO.NET, OLE DB), a web-based administration system (Virtuoso Conductor), ISQL
(Interactive SQL) utility and complete documentation.
Virtuoso can be useful in Enterprise Information Integration, Business process management, Semantic
Web, Web application deployment, etc.

2.1

API Overview

The Data Retrieval API enables information retrieval in different ways thanks to the features offered by
Virtuoso triple store.
The main options to access to the data in the repository are:


Access via SPARQL Endpoint



Access via HTTP GET

Virtuoso provides a SPARQL Endpoint in order to be able to make queries over the datasets included in the
triple store. It offers different configurations and visualizations to obtain the outcome of the queries.
Also the information can be accessed by an HTTP request. The user can add an HTTP API call in any
programming script sending the query to take the data.
This component allows to explore the complete dataset of the xLiMe project. Inside our Virtuoso triplestore
tool we include and manage all the information and annotations collected about the different media (TV,
news articles, social media).

2.2

API Operations

Below we show the specifications of the operations for the Data Retrieval API regarding the different ways
to access.




1

SPARQL Endpoint (Web Interface)
-

Service Address: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-sparql (required user/password)

-

Input: An SPARQL query; results format options and other configuration

-

Output: A set of results matching the criteria of the query.

HTTP GET API Call
-

http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-sparql (required user/password)

-

Input:


default-graph-uri (not required)



query = SPARQL query with characters escaped

OpenLink Virtuoso (http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/)

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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-

2.3

format = text/html, json, xml, turtle2, etc.

Output: A set of results matching the criteria of the query in the format specified.

API Usage

The xLiMe Data Retrieval Service is available at:
http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-sparql
Next we define several examples of the API calls for the options exposed, showing the outcomes returned
in its format available.


SPARQL Endpoint
-

Input query (Listing 1): The latest about Greece in German
PREFIX xlime: <http://xlime-project.org/vocab/>
PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
select ?media ?date where {
?s xlime:hasAnnotation ?a .
?s dcterms:source ?media .
?s dcterms:created ?date .
?a xlime:hasEntity dbpedia:Greece .
?s dcterms:language "de" .
} order by desc(?date) limit 10

Listing 1: SPARQL query example Data Retrieval API
-

Output (Figure 1):

Figure 1: Output Data Retrieval API (SPARQL Endpoint)


HTTP GET API Access
-

API Call: The latest 3 news about Greece in German (format JSON)
http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-sparql?default-graphuri=&query=PREFIX+xlime%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fxlimeproject.org%2Fvocab%2F%3E%0D%0APREFIX+dcterms%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fpurl.org%
2Fdc%2Fterms%2F%3E%0D%0APREFIX+xsd%3A+%3Chttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.w3.org%2F200
1%2FXMLSchema%23%3E%0D%0A%0D%0Aselect+%3Fmedia+%3Fdate+where+{%0D%0A%
3Fs+xlime%3AhasAnnotation+%3Fa+.%0D%0A%3Fs+dcterms%3Asource+%3Fmedia+.%0D

2

Turtle (http://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/)
Page 12 of (34)
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%0A%3Fs+dcterms%3Acreated+%3Fdate+.%0D%0A%3Fa+xlime%3AhasEntity+dbpedia%3A
Greece+.+%0D%0A%3Fs+dcterms%3Alanguage+%22de%22+.%0D%0A}+order+by+desc%28
%3Fdate%29+limit+3&should-sponge=&format=json&timeout=0&debug=on
-

Output (Listing 2):

{ "head": { "link": [], "vars": ["media", "date"] }, "results": { "distinct": false, "ordered": true, "bindings": [{ "media": { "type": "uri", "value":
"http://www.wn.de/Muensterland/Kreis-Steinfurt/Steinfurt/2062282-Markus-Pieper-im-Interview-Grexit-Option-treibt-Reformen-voran" }, date":
{ "type": "typed-literal", "datatype": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime", "value": "2015-07-29T15:48:34.899858" }},{ "media": {
"type":"uri","value":"http://www.wn.de/Muensterland/Kreis-Steinfurt/Steinfurt/2062282-Markus-Pieper-im-Interview-Grexit-Option-treibtReformen-voran"},"date":{"type":"typed-literal","datatype":"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime","value":"2015-0729T15:48:34.899858"}}, { "media": { "type": "uri", "value": "http://www.wiwo.de/politik/ausland/griechische-banken-ezb-laesst-ela-notfallkrediteunveraendert/12120672.html" } , "date": { "type": "typed-literal", "datatype": "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime", "value": "201507-29T15:22:30.870986" }} ] } }

Listing 2: Output Data Retrieval API (HTTP GET API)

-

JavaScript call example: Next we show a fragment of code to call the service from a
JavaScript framework (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Code fragment in JavaScript to get the xLiMe data

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Resource Mapping

The resource mapping service enables the matching of different entity resources to their equivalent in
Wikidata3. The purpose of this service is to provide xLiMe partners with an easy way to retrieve equivalent
mappings to Wikidata for resources used by each component. This allows individual partners to develop or
use annotation services targeting various different knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, DBpedia or
ImageNet, while being able to relate these resources using Wikidata as a central linking hub. In essence, we
standardize the URI mapping of the resources of the project to Wikidata thanks to this framework. The
initial scope of this service is to be used internally by the xLiMe participants to bridge any differences
between the various knowledge bases used by the annotation processes of the data, although it is possible
to access a public API by any final user. Currently the service includes a set of mappings:


Mapping DBpedia4 to Wikidata



Mapping Freebase5 to Wikidata



Mapping ImageNet6/WordNet7 to Wikidata

DBpedia mapping is useful in the social media and news annotators; Freebase for Zattoo resources; and
ImageNet/WordNet to map annotations from video/audio annotation components.
This component does not provide an exploratory analysis of the xLiMe dataset. It just enables an easy
matching DBpedia/Freebase/ImageNet with Wikidata through an input entity. The advantage of this service
is that it facilitates the interlinking of media items through a single knowledge base.

3.1

API Overview

The API involves several variations to map each type of resource that is available via defined interfaces. The
following requests are included:


request for mapping DBpedia resources to Wikidata



request for mapping Freebase resources to Wikidata



request for mapping ImageNet/WordNet resources to Wikidata

The basic functionality of the API is to receive a resource identifier as input and the system will return any
output resources found in XML or JSON format.

3.2

API Operations

Below we show the specifications of the operations for the Resource Mapper API regarding the three
mappings described in previous section.


Mapping
-

Service Address: http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping

-

Input:

3

Wikidata (https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page)
DBpedia (http://dbpedia.org/)
5
Freebase (https://www.freebase.com/)
6
ImageNet (http://www.image-net.org/)
7
WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/)
Page 14 of (34)
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resource = URIs/Names for entities
-

DBpedia: (e.g. Madrid, Berlin, Person, dbpedia:Person, dbpedia:country,
http://dbpedia.org/resource/London, etc.)

-

Freebase Input: (e.g. http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m.02mjmr, /m/0dgw9r,
freebase:m.02k6pd, etc.)

-

ImageNet: ImageNet is based upon WordNet 3.0. To uniquely identify a
synset, we use its "WordNet ID" (wnid) as input (e.g. n00007846, etc.)



source = dbpedia/freebase/imagenet (default dbpedia)



format = xml/json (default xml)

-

DBpedia Mapping: The user can include ‘dbpedia’ as input in the source parameter of the
service or leave this field empty because dbpedia is the default entry.

-

Freebase Mapping: To do a matching Freebase-Wikidata is necessary to specify the source
‘freebase’.

-

ImageNet Mapping: The user must write the input ‘imagenet’ in the source entry.

-

Output: A set of equivalent resources of Wikidata for the given entities regarding the
source specified as input parameter. The outcome will be in XML/JSON format.

3.3

API Usage

The xLiMe Wikidata Mapping Service is available at:
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping
Next we present several examples of the API calls for the exposed operations.


Mapping DBpedia to Wikidata
-

API call:
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=http://dbpedia.
org/resource/Tim_Berners-Lee&format=json
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=dbpedia:Tim_B
erners-Lee&format=json
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=Tim_BernersLee&format=json

-

Output (Listing 3):

{"data":{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http://dbpedia.org/re
source/Tim_Berners-Lee","type":"instance",
"wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q80","http://wikidata.org/entity/Q80"]}}

Listing 3: JSON Output Mapping DBpedia-Wikidata API (Example 1)

-

API call:
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=http://dbpedia.
org/resource/Tim_Berners-Lee

-

Output (Figure 3):

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Figure 3: XML Output Mapping DBpedia-Wikidata

-

Output Parameters:


Inside the JSON Object ‘data’ the user can get all the information of the outcome.



property = matching property to Wikidata:
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs (in other cases it would be:
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#equivalentClass or
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#equivalentProperty)



URI origin resource: http://dbpedia.org/resource/Tim_Berners-Lee



Type: instance (class or property)



Equivalent Wikidata URI resources:
"wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q80","http://wikidata.org/entit
y/Q80"]

-

Other API call examples:
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=http://dbpedia.
org/ontology/country&format=json
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=dbpedia:Perso
n&format=json (Listing 4)
{"data":[{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#equivalentClass","resource":"http
://dbpedia.org/ontology/Person","type":"class","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.o
rg/resource/Q5","http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q215627","http://www.wikidata.o
rg/entity/Q215627","http://www.wikidata.org/entity/Q5"]},{"property":"http://www.w3.o
rg/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http://dbpedia.org/resource/Person","type":"instan
ce","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q215627","http://wikidata.org/e
ntity/Q215627"]}]}

Listing 4: JSON Output Mapping DBpedia-Wikidata API (Example 2)

-

Page 16 of (34)
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Figure 4: Web Interface ‘Person’ resource in Wikidata


Mapping Freebase to Wikidata
-

API call: (Tim Berners-Lee resource)
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=http://rdf.freeb
ase.com/ns/m.07d5b&source=freebase&format=json
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=freebase:m.07
d5b&source=freebase&format=json
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=/m/07d5b&sou
rce=freebase&format=json

-

Output (Listing 5):

{"data":{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"https://www.freeb
ase.com/m/07d5b","type":"instance","wikidata":"https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q80"}}

Listing 5: JSON Output Mapping Freebase-Wikidata API (Example 1)

-

API call: (Tim Berners-Lee resource)
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=http://rdf.freeb
ase.com/ns/m.07d5b&source=freebase

-

Output (Figure 5):

Figure 5: XML Output Mapping Freebase-Wikidata

-

Output Parameters:


Inside the JSON Object ‘data’ the user can get all the information of the outcome.

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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property = matching property to Wikidata:
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs



URI origin resource: https://www.freebase.com/m/07d5b



Type: instance



Equivalent Wikidata URI resources:
"wikidata":["https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q80"]

-

Other API call examples:
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=m.0dgw9r&sou
rce=freebase&format=json (resource Person)
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=http://rdf.freeb
ase.com/ns/m.02mjmr&source=freebase&format=json (resource Barack Obama, Listing 6)

{"data":{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"https://www.free
base.com/m/02mjmr","type":"instance","wikidata":"https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q76"}}

Listing 6: JSON Output Mapping Freebase-Wikidata API (Example 2)

-

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q76 (Figure 6)

Figure 6: Web Interface ‘Barack Obama’ resource in Wikidata


Mapping ImageNet to Wikidata
-

API call: (Plant synset; n00017222=plant, flora, plant life)
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=n00017222&so
urce=imagenet&format=json
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{"data":[{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http://dbpedi
a.org/resource/Plant","type":"instance","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/reso
urce/Q756","http://wikidata.org/entity/Q756"]},{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07
/owl#sameAs","resource":"http://dbpedia.org/resource/Category:Flora","type":"instance
","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q7138049","http://wikidata.org/en
tity/Q7138049"]},{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http:
//dbpedia.org/resource/Flora","type":"instance","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.
org/resource/Q131449","http://wikidata.org/entity/Q131449"]}]}

Listing 7: JSON Output Mapping ImageNet-Wikidata API (Example 1)

-

API call: (Plant synset; n00017222=plant, flora, plant life)
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=n00017222&so
urce=imagenet

-

Output (Figure 7):

Figure 7: XML Output Mapping ImageNet-Wikidata
-

Output Parameters:


Inside the JSON Object ‘data’ the user can get all the information of the outcome.



property = matching property to Wikidata:
http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs



URI resource: Matching with DBpedia for each word of the synset
(http://dbpedia.org/resource/Plant, http://dbpedia.org/resource/Flora, etc.)



Type: instance



Equivalent Wikidata URI resources:
"wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q756","http://wikidata.org/enti
ty/Q756"]
-

Other API call examples:
http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=n00015388&so
urce=imagenet&format=json (Animal synset; n00015388=animal, animate being, beast,
brute, creature, fauna)

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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http://lab.expertsystem.com/wikidataMapper/services/mapping?resource=n00007846&so
urce=imagenet&format=json (Person synset; n00007846=person, individual, someone,
somebody, mortal, soul; Listing 8)
{"data":[{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http://dbpedi
a.org/resource/Person","type":"instance","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/res
ource/Q215627","http://wikidata.org/entity/Q215627"]},{"property":"http://www.w3.org/
2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http://dbpedia.org/resource/Individual","type":"insta
nce","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q795052","http://wikidata.org/
entity/Q795052"]},{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http
://dbpedia.org/resource/Someone","type":"instance","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbped
ia.org/resource/Q7559656","http://wikidata.org/entity/Q7559656"]},{"property":"http:/
/www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http://dbpedia.org/resource/Somebody","ty
pe":"instance","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q533695","http://wik
idata.org/entity/Q533695"]},{"property":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resou
rce":"http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mortal","type":"instance","wikidata":["http://wikid
ata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q16877434","http://wikidata.org/entity/Q16877434"]},{"proper
ty":"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs","resource":"http://dbpedia.org/resource/So
ul","type":"instance","wikidata":["http://wikidata.dbpedia.org/resource/Q9165","http:
//wikidata.org/entity/Q9165"]}]}

Listing 8: JSON Output Mapping ImageNet-Wikidata API (Example 2)

-

http://wikidata.org/entity/Q795052 (Figure 8)

Figure 8: Web Interface ‘individual’ resource in Wikidata
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Semantic Search

The Semantic Search framework is an infrastructure that enables retrieving media items such as social
media posts, TV streams and news articles in different languages. This prototype develops and efficient
retrieval of media items with semantic methods. Semantic Search engine involves a number of key
elements that fit together in a way that supports the full search workflow. Currently the prototype includes
a collection of functionalities:


Ranked auto completion for named entities.



Entity Summaries.



Media-item retrieval.

The Semantic Search service can be used to explore the xLiMe dataset by finding relevant information in
different media (TV, news and social media) that match with certain entities indicated as inputs to the
service. Moreover, we can use the autocomplete feature to introduce the entities, getting the recent media
items related and retrieving interlinked summaries of the entities found in those media-items.
For more detailed information, deliverables 5.1.1[3] and 5.1.2[4] provide the complete description of the
Semantic Search service.

4.1

API Overview

The Semantic Search API involves the following functionalities:


retrieving recent news/social media/television items that involve one or more entities



entity autocomplete



entity summarization 34[10][11]

The media-item retrieval returns data available about media items such as TV content, Social Media and
News Articles based on whether they are annotated with entity identifiers from knowledge bases such as
Dbpedia8, Wikidata9 or Freebase10.
The entity autocompletion accepts short text as its input and returns entity identifiers with labels to
distinguish between different entities that match the input text.
The entity summarisation provides a summary of the searched entities helping end users to further
understand and disambiguate between entities. Furthermore, since summaries include links to other
entities, they enabling further navigation possibilities.

4.2

API Operations

Below we show the specifications of the operations for the Semantic Search API regarding the three
functionalities described in the previous section.


Search
-

Service Address: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-autocomplete/search

-

Input:

8

DBpedia (http://dbpedia.org/)
Wikidata (https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page)
10
Freebase (https://www.freebase.com/)
© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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entities = URIs for entities, separated by coma if more than one



source =news/social/tv

Output: A selection of news articles/social media/television shows that are relevant for the
given entities in JSON format

Autocomplete
-

Service Address: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-autocomplete/auto

-

Input:




term = unformatted text

Output: A selection of candidate entities in JSON format.

Summarize
-

Service Address: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/summa/summarum

-

Input:

-

4.3



entity (mandatory) = URI of the DBpedia resource



topK (mandatory) = number of triples the summary should contain



maxHops = maximum number of hops



language = language of the output literals



fixedProperty = URI of a DBpedia predicate. If this parameter is present, the
system focuses on statements that involve the given entity in combination with the
given predicate.

Output: A ranked list of RDF statements and more metadata in an HTML page.

API Usage

All these APIs are called by the xLiMe Semantic Search prototype. The xLiMe Semantic Search prototype is
available at http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-autocomplete/search.html.
Next we define three examples of the API calls for the operations exposed, showing the outcomes returned
in its format available.


Search
-

API call:
http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlimeautocomplete/search?entities=http://dbpedia.org/resource/Tim_BernersLee,http://dbpedia.org/resource/Berlin&source=social

-



Output: Currently, this service is under development so now it is not possible to show the
outcome. The system will be available in the next weeks.

Autocomplete
-

API call: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-autocomplete/auto?term=caravag

-

Output (Listing 9):

[{"label":"Caravaggio#http://dbpedia.org/resource/Caravaggio"},{"label":"Caravaggisti#http://dbpedia
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.org/resource/Caravaggisti"},{"label":"Caravage#http://dbpedia.org/resource/Caravage"},{"label":"Car
avagesques#http://dbpedia.org/resource/Caravagesques"},{"label":"Caravaggiesque#http://dbpedia.org/r
esource/Caravaggiesque"},{"label":"Caravaggio
Merisi#http://dbpedia.org/resource/Caravaggio_Merisi"},{"label":"Caravaggism#http://dbpedia.org/reso
urce/Caravaggism"},{"label":"Caravagio#http://dbpedia.org/resource/Caravagio"}]

Listing 9: JSON Output Autocomplete API

In this example we can see in JSON format what are the possibilities returned by Autocomplete API when
we introduce the incomplete term ‘caravag’.


Summarize
-

API call:
http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/summa/summarum?entity=http://dbpedia.org/resource/Pa
cific_Ocean&topK=10

-

Output (see Figure 10: Autocomplete example interface and Figure 9):

Figure 9: Output Summarize API

-

This tool provides a RESTful Web Service, getting the outcome in Turtle11 format. It needs to
specify the SUMMA Vocabulary12 to define the parameters. The available input parameters
are those ones described in previous section (API Operations; Summarize, page 22). These
inputs came from the SUMMA Vocabulary:
(http://purl.org/voc/summa/Summary, http://purl.org/voc/summa/entity,
http://purl.org/voc/summa/topK, http://purl.org/voc/summa/maxHops,
http://purl.org/voc/summa/language, http://purl.org/voc/summa/fixedProperty)
The output content type accepted is Turtle format. Next we show a call example of this
functionality (Listing 10):

curl -i -d "[ a <http://purl.org/voc/summa/Summary> ; \
<http://purl.org/voc/summa/entity> \
<http://dbpedia.org/resource/Pacific_Ocean> ; \
<http://purl.org/voc/summa/topK> '10';] ." \
-H "content-type: text/turtle" -H "accept: text/turtle"
http://km.aifb.kit.edu/summa/summarum

Listing 10: API call example by RESTful Web Service
For more information about this service, visit http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/summa/.
11

Turtle (http://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/)

12

SUMMA Vocabulary (http://purl.org/voc/summa/)

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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In the webpage http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlime-autocomplete/search.html, we can check the
functionalities of these APIs (Figure 10, Figure 11).

Figure 10: Autocomplete example interface

Figure 11: Search and Summarize example interface
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xLiMe Dataset Summarisation

The xLiMe Dataset Summarisation service aims to provide a basic interface for enabling Exploratory Data
Analysis (EDA), which is an approach to analysing data sets to summarize their main features, often with
visual methods. In the context of xLiMe, the challenge is to provide services to users in order to give them
an overview of the xLiMe dataset and provide them with anchor points to further explore the data (using
several of the other services described in this document).
Note that most of the data provided by this service can in principle be retrieved directly from the SPARQL
endpoint using for example queries to retrieve voiD13 elements. However, relying purely on SPARQL for
providing such summarisations is not trivial. First, SPARQL queries that aggregate (or need to iterate
through the whole dataset) are computationally expensive, hence they will be slow to provide results or
they may run into configured limitations, not returning any results. Second, the SPARQL endpoint may not
contain all of the data processed by the xLiMe toolkit as it may be restricted to only contain a certain
window of time (e.g a couple of months of data). Finally, currently the xLiMe SPARQL endpoint is not
publicly available (i.e. It is password restricted). The API presented below aims to address many of these
issues by providing a SPARQL agnostic interface for providing summaries about the xLiMe dataset.

5.1

API Overview

The xLiMe Dataset Summarisation API provides count and histogram data for various xLiMe specific
entities, such as media items (tv programmes, social media posts, news articles).

5.2

API Operations


Counts of dataset
-

Service address: http://hostname/xlime-data-summary/counters14

-

Input:


action = method that must be called to run the operation. Current actions
available: getCounts





object = the names of ‘things’ to be counted. Current valid options are:
- triples: the total number of triples
- entities: the total number of type instances
- subjects: the total number of resources appearing as a subject in a triple
- predicates: the total number of resources appearing as a predicate in a
triple
- objects: the total number of resources appearing as an object in a triple,
- activities: the total number of computational activities that have produced
data pushed into the xLiMe dataset
- microposts: the total number of microposts
- newsArticles: the total number of news articles
- mediaResources: the total number of multimedia resources such as tv
programmes
Output: Counts for the requests objects (in JSON format)

Histograms of dataset
- Service address: http://hostname/xlime-data-summary/histograms
-

Input:

13

EDA voiD project: https://code.google.com/p/void-impl/wiki/SPARQLQueriesForStatistics
The hosting for this service still needs to be decided at the time of writing.
© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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action = method that must be called to run the operation. Current actions
available: getHistogram



object = the name of the relations for which the histrogram needs to be retrieved.
Currently supported values are:
- instancesPerClass: returns a list of urls with the number of instances they
have
- triplesPerProperty: returns a list of urls with the number of triples in which
they occur
limit = optional parameter indicating how many elements to return in the result


-

5.3

Output: Returns a histogram for the requested data (in JSON format.)

API Usage


Counts of dataset

Service invocation:
http://hostname/xlime-datasummary/counters?action=getCounts&object[]=triples&object[]=activities&object[]=microposts
Output:
{"triples": 1937376925, "activities": 6650251,"microposts": 12184417}

 Histograms of dataset
Service invocation:
http://hostname/xlime-data-summary/histograms?action=getHistogram&object=instancesPerClass

Output:
{"http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#MicroPost": 12184417,
"http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Document": 10948175,
"http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#UserAccount": 9488014,
"http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#Activity": 6650251,
"http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing": 6005532,
"http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#Entity": 5911058,
"http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Agent": 3447028,
"http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person": 3205914,
http://schema.org/Person": 2774034,
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/Person": 2774034,
http://kdo.render-project.eu/kdo#NewsArticle": 2147045,
…
}
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Recommendation System

The Recommendation System provides recommendations of social media links and news articles for the live
TV shows (from Zattoo’s IPTV stream). Also, it provides recommendations about similar TV shows.
This service addresses the problem of analysing multi-modal data generated from various sources. It uses
the video stream generated by Zattoo IPTV service to provide real-time recommendations to the TV shows.
The recommendations are represented using a custom data model and format referring to the xLiMe data
model.

6.1

API Overview

The Recommendation System, described in D4.1[5] and D4.2[6], publishes the generated recommendations
as a Kafka15 topic into the XLiMe infrastructure[9]. The name of the topic dedicated to this task is
‘KITRecommendations’ (Figure 12). Hence the API to get these recommendations is the Kafka API for
retrieving messages from this topic.

Figure 12: ‘KITRecommendations’ topic in XLiMe Kafka list

Besides the Kafka-based API to access the recommendations, there is an interface for the textual search
that underpins this recommendation service. This service was used to provide search in the Y1 Zattoo
demo. Access to this service is limited and currently is used only by a partner of the XLiMe Consortium. This
interface allows a raw text as input parameter for the search (e.g the text ‘Barack Obama’). The output
returns media-items which match the search term. The returned media-items contain the three media
types of the xLiMe project (social media, TV streams and news articles).
The recommendation system can be used to explore the xLiMe dataset by providing recommendation links
for TV shows, allowing users to explore the other type of media-items in the dataset. In this way, the
service is able to highlight real-time recommendations and links for TV shows.

6.2

API Operations

Below we show the specifications of the operations for the Recommendation Service API.


Media-item recommendations for TV media-items. (Via Kafka)

15

Apache Kafka: http://kafka.apache.org/
© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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-

Kafka host: private url16

-

Input: These are the standard Kafka parameters for message consumers. In particular, the
‘topic name’ should be “KITRecommendations”.

-

Output: Messages containing recommendations generated. These output messages from
Kafka contain JSON objects with fields:


‘zatooid’: the tv program identifier as defined by the Zattoo API for which related
media-items are recommended



‘streamposition’: the position of the stream for which the current recommendation
holds



‘starttime’: the start time of the tv program



‘socialmediarec’: a list xLiMe social media-item identifiers which are recommended
for the tv program



‘tvmetadatarec’: a list of other xLiMe tv media-item idenfitiers which are
recommended for the tv program and



‘jsinewsrec’: a list of xLiMe news media-item identifiers which are recommended
for the tv program.

Text Search Interface
-

Service address: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlimesearch/kitsearch

-

Input:


-

6.3

q = a string for which to find media items (e.g: Barack Obama)

Output: A JSON object containing fields:


‘socialmediasearch’: a list of xLiMe social-media items matching the input text



‘tvmetadatasearch’: a list of xLiMe tv media-items matching the input text



‘newssearch’: a list of xLiMe news media-items matching the input text

API Usage

Next we define several examples of the API calls for the options exposed, showing the outcomes returned
in its format available.


Kafka Platform
-

Input: Kafka command (from Windows)
bin\windows\kafka-console-consumer.bat --zookeeper <kafka-server>:<kafka-port> -topic KITRecommendations --from-beginning

-

Output: Fragment of the results (Figure 13)

16

Send xLiMe members to request the Kafka server information
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Figure 13: Output in Kafka for the Recommendation Service


Web Inteface
-

API call: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/services/xlimesearch/kitsearch?q=Barack Obama

-

Output: (JSON format, Figure 14)

Figure 14: Output Web Interface Recommendation Service
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Analytics

The Analytics component is a prototype for analyzing and summarising data that is collected in various
languages and in different media in order to obtain relevant information. This service provides reports and
tools to perform analytics on various types of media. It covers mainly three types of analytics:




In the domain of IPTV, including information about the usage of the Zattoo’s services
Analytics on news media
Analytics on social media

This component can be used to explore the xLiMe dataset by providing views of trends within the data.
In the domain of television the component focuses on analyzing what the users of Zattoo are viewing. It
analyzes who the users are, how old they are, when do they watch TV the most and the least, and where do
they come from.
For news analysis the service uses the Event Registry system that is able to collect, annotate and process
news published globally in different languages. The news are annotated with various metadata, which allow
to generate several analytics.
In social media this tool will try to identify topics that are most relevant and interesting to people. It will be
performed by analyzing the number of times each article in the Event Registry is shared on Facebook,
Twitter, Google+ and other social media.
Further information about this component can be found in D5.3.1 [8].

7.1

API Overview

The information provided by the Analytics component is accessible as part of the Event Registry’s17 REST
API. Using this API the user can get the following data:




Trends of individual concepts and categories, i.e. how often they are mentioned over a period of
time
Correlations between trends. E.g. correlations between concepts or correlations between a
concept and an example trendline.
Top articles and events that were shared on a particular date.

For accessing the data through the API a Python package has been developed, providing an easy way to
search the required analytics information. The library is freely available in a GitHub repository18. The
package can be downloaded directly from GitHub or by installing it from command line using Python’s pip
command (pip install eventregistry).
This component is still under development, hence some parameters may change in the future.

7.2

API Operations

Below we show the specifications of the operations for the Analytics Prototype API.


Trending of individual concepts and categories

17

Event Registry: http://eventregistry.org/
https://github.com/gregorleban/EventRegistry
Page 30 of (34)
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-

Service address: http://eventregistry.org/json/counters

-

Input:





action = method that must be called to run the operation. Current actions
available: getCounts



uri = URI of the concept or category
(e.g http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump)

Output: Results of the analytics generated in JSON format.

Correlating concepts
- Service address: http://eventregistry.org/json/correlate
-



xLiMe

Input:


action = method that must be called to run the operation. Current actions
available: findTopCorrelations



candidate concepts and configuration parameters

Output: Results of the analytics generated in JSON format.

Social media shares of events
-

Service address: http://eventregistry.org/json/topDailyShares

-

Input:


action = method that must be called to run the operation. Current actions
available: getArticles, getEvents)



date = specify the date (formatted as YYYY-MM-DD) for which to return top shared
articles
count = number of top shared articles to return


-

7.3

Output: Results of the analytics generated in JSON format.

API Usage

Next we define several examples of the API methods in Python for the options exposed, showing the
outcomes returned in its format available.


Trending of individual concepts and categories
In order to obtain information about daily number of articles mentioning Donald Trump, we can
write the following simple Python script:
from eventregistry import *
er = EventRegistry()
donaldTrumpUri = er.getConceptUri("Donald Trump")
q = GetCounts(donaldTrumpUri)
ret = er.execQuery(q)

The output in JSON:
{"http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_Trump": [{"count": 0,"date": "2013-12-13",{"count": 0,
"date": "2013-12-14"},{"count": 0,"date": "2013-12-15"},...}

© xLiMe consortium 2013 - 2016
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Correlating concepts
An example of a script that would identify the concepts that correlate the most with the person
Barack Obama is shown below:
from eventregistry import *
er = EventRegistry(logging = True)
corr = GetTopCorrelations(er)
query = QueryArticles(conceptUri = er.getConceptUri("Obama"))
corr.loadInputDataWithQuery (query)
candidateConceptsQuery = QueryArticles(conceptUri=
er.getConceptUri("Obama"))
conceptInfo = corr.getTopConceptCorrelations(
candidateConceptsQuery = candidateConceptsQuery,
conceptType = ["person", "org", "loc"],
exactCount = 10,
approxCount = 100)
The output in JSON:
{"news-concept":{"approximateCorrelations": [{"conceptInfo": {"id": "385245","label": {"eng":
Michelle Malkin"},"type": "person","uri":
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michelle_Malkin},"corr": 0.8992843929278711,"id":
385245,"itemDataAggr": {"max": 0.55,"mean": 2,"min": 0,"stDev":
0.8046738469715542}},...],"exactCorrelations": [{"conceptInfo": {"id": "305458","label":
{"eng": "Republican Party (United States)"},"type": "org","uri":
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republican_Party_(United_States)"},"corr":
0.9838348054341965,"id": 305458,"itemDataAggr": { "max": 273.9,"mean": 1078,"min": 1,"stDev":
255.9343470501762}},...]}, "testDataInfo": {"endDate": "2015-05-26","startDate": "2015-0507","testData": [ ... ], "testDataAggr": {"max": 893,"mean": 283.05,"min": 1,"stDev":
232.82492}}}



Social media shares of events
An example of a script that returns articles and events that were shared the most on May 23 rd 2015
can be seen below:
from eventregistry import *
er = EventRegistry()
q = GetTopSharedArticles(date = "2015-05-23", count = 30)
topArticles = er.execQuery(q)
q = GetTopSharedEvents(date = "2015-05-23", count = 30)
topEvents = er.execQuery(q)
The output in JSON (articles output):
{"2015-05-23":{"results":[{"id":"41384431", "uri":"280814423",
"url":"http:\/\/www.gazetaesportiva.net\/noticia\/2015\/05\/fluminense\/sob-pressaopermanencia-de-drubscky-e-discutida-pela-diretoria-do-flu.html", "lang":"por",
"isDuplicate":false, "date":"2015-05-23", "time":"17:47:00", "sim":0.7172, "title":"Sob
press\u00e3o, perman\u00eancia de Drubscky \u00e9 discutida pela diretoria do Flu", "body":"A
diretoria do Fluminense j\u00e1 come\u00e7ou a ser pressionada ap\u00f3s a goleada de 4 a 1
sofrida para o Atl\u00e9tico-MG na tarde de domingo, no Est\u00e1dio Man\u00e9 Garrincha. Se
antes, na estreia, na vit\u00f3ria de 1 a 0 sobre o Joinville, o mau desempenho em campo
acabou encoberto pela conquista dos tr\u00eas pontos, ...",
"source":{"uri":"www.gazetaesportiva.net", "title":"Gazeta Esportiva.net"},
"eventUri":"2903923", "wgt":1}, ... ]}}
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this deliverable we have described the mid- and high-level APIs for developer interaction with the
services developed in Y1 and Y2 of the xLiMe project. For each API we presented a short introduction
explaining the role of the API within xLiMe, focusing on how the API can be used to perform exploratory
analysis of the xLiMe data. Furthermore, for each API we provided the input and output specifications as
well as examples of how to use the APIs.
Most of the APIs are based in RESTful services and return the outcome in JSON format. These APIs provide
functions for querying, searching, finding connections between media items, etc.
Care has been taken when defining the APIs to allow changes to the internal implementations of the
services while keeping the same API, hence we do not expect major changes to the APIs described in this
document, although some of the APIs may be extended to provide new functionality. Furthermore, in Y3
we plan to define the API for the Opinion Diffusion component, which is pending in Y2 of the project.
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